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Rezumat

Biopsia de ganglion santinelă în cancerul mamar. Principii, dificultăți și capcane

Biopsia de ganglion santinelă reprezintă abordarea standard în cancerul mamar incipient, ca tehnică comună pentru stadializarea axilară. Aceasta reprezintă un factor de prognostic important în diagnosticul cancerului mamar și ghidează ulterior tratamentul chirurgical și cel oncologic. Deși mulți ani la rând s-a utilizat limfodisecția axilară standard ca metodă de stadializare pentru cancerele mamare, această metodă a fost înlocuită cu tehnică identificării și exciziei ganglionului santinelă pentru a reduce riscul de limfedem, infecție, leziuni ale nervilor sau vaselor axilare și a pentru a diminua impactul funcțional asupra mobilității brațului și umărului. Acest lucru s-a tradus într-o îmbunătățire semnificativă a calității vieții pacientelor diagnosticate cu cancer mamar incipient. Principiul ganglionului santinelă se bazează pe ipoteza că modul drenajului celulelor maligne în cancerul mamar se face ordonat și s-a dovedit că dacă biopsia ganglionului santinelă este negativă pentru metastază, atunci și restul bazinului limfatic axilar este neafectat de cancerul mamar. În lucrarea prezentată am detaliat atât indicațiile ganglionului santinelă, cât și posibilele dificultăți și capcane întâlnite în practica uzuală a identificării sale.
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Abstract

Sentinel Lymph node biopsy (SLNB) represents the standard approach in a newly diagnosed breast cancer for axillary staging in cases of clinical node negative. This represents a major prognostic factor and the biopsy of sentinel lymph node for early breast cancer is used as guidance in surgical and oncological treatment. Although for many decades, axillary lymph node dissection was the standard approach for breast cancer treatment and staging, this pathway was abandoned due to significant risk of lymphedema, infection, nerve and vessels injury or dysfunction of the shoulder. Therefore, significant improvement in the quality of life was seen for patients diagnosed with early breast cancer after SLNB was introduced as standard. The principle of SLNB is based on the hypothesis that tumor drains in the lymphatic system in an orderly manner and if the first lymphatic station is clear of disease, it is highly unlike that the tumor has spread further above. We present in our paper the indications with principles and difficulties in identification of sentinel node.
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Introduction

Axillary lymph nodes are the main route of breast lymphatic drainage and the most common site of locoregional spread of breast carcinoma. The status of axillary lymph nodes is an important prognostic factor in the management of breast cancer.

Historically, the axillary lymph nodes were considered the main lymphatic basin of the breast and a secondary source of spreading of a breast cancer. In the seventh decade of the last century Fisher (1,2) and Veronesi (3,4), independently, launched a new paradigm of breast cancer based on clinical and laboratory studies, changing the old concept founded by Halsted, based on Virchow's theory of cancer (5). According to the new paradigm, breast cancer was a systemic disease from the beginning, before being clinically diagnosed, and the local surgical treatment will not improve survival with increased radicality. A more conservative approach towards breast cancer surgical treatment concerning in lumpectomy was proposed, despite initially increased resistance of the medical body. Patient survival and metastases occurrence was rather an expression of biological characteristics and relationship between host and tumor (1). So, axillary lymph node dissection (ALND) became a part of the conservative treatment of early breast cancer. Later on, sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) was standardized and widely adopted in breast cancer guidelines, as accurate image of the entire nodal basin, after it was first introduced by Giuliano and Krag in early ‘90s (6,7). Gradually, routine ALND in breast cancer was replaced by sentinel lymph node technique as a standard of care and was completed with full ALND when sentinel lymph node(s) had metastases. The main advantage was a significantly lower morbidity associated with SLNB compared to ALND (8,9).

Principle

The sentinel lymph node is the first lymph node draining a certain area of the breast, including the tumor bed. It is therefore the first lymph node involved in metastatic disease and its biopsy and pathology assessment could avoid axillary lymph node full dissection in patients with negative findings. The concept of sentinel node biopsy was increasingly accepted in oncological surgery as a standard of care in staging axilla in early breast cancer, decreasing the associated morbidity (10-12).
Lymphatic mapping techniques for the breast used radioactive colloids, dyed agents or both. Although initially localization agents were injected intra, sub or peritumoral, currently they are injected mainly periareolar or subareolar, intradermal or subdermal, with very good sensitivity for axillary SLN identification (13,14). Internal mammary lymph nodes are not routinely evaluated due to technical difficulties of harvesting, their rare involvement when axilla is negative and low risk of recurrence. Around 5-10% false negative rate for SLNB procedure is reported in the literature, but sensitivity of the procedure over 95% is also cited (12,15,16).

**Indications**

According to current guidelines, SLNB is the standard for axillary staging in early breast cancer patients (T1, T2), in the management of clinically negative axilla (17). Ultra-staging the sentinel node(s) (additional sectioning, immunohistochemistry (IHC) or polymerase chain reaction (PCR)), is not routinely recommended, hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining being the standard assessment tool (18). The role of isolated tumor cells, micrometastases or oligometastases on changing patient outcome or surgical management is still debatable (19).

**Axillary management when negative SLNB**

Large randomized clinical trials clearly confirmed the safety of appropriately staged axilla with SLNB alone, sparing axillary lymph node dissection, when SLNB is negative. There was no adverse impact on local recurrence, disease-free survival, or overall survival when SLNB alone versus SLNB followed by ALND were compared, when SLNB was negative. Postoperative arm morbidity was significantly lower after SLNB alone, compared with ALND (10,11,12,20). Currently, negative SLNB is sufficient, safe and efficacious for axillary staging in patients with early breast cancer and clinically negative axilla, making it a standard of care for this group of breast cancer patients.

**Axillary management when positive SLNB**

The clinical situation of positive SLNB on pathology is still under debate. There is an increasing evidence that the presence of low burden metastatic disease in SLN (occult micrometastases) have negligible effect on patients’ outcome and ultra-staging to detect SLN micrometastases is not routinely recommended (19,21,22). When SLNB is positive on HE staining (macrometastases), ALND is recommended when no further whole-breast radiotherapy is planned, more than 2 nodes are involved or no preoperative chemotherapy was delivered (22).

**SLNB in clinically positive axilla**

Clinically positive axilla should be assessed by fine needle aspiration or core needle biopsy of the suspected nodes. If positive axillary nodes are found, standard ALND (level I and II) should be undertaken (22). However, there is increasing evidence for the safe management of the axilla (1-3 positive SLN) without ALND, in the presence of locoregional radiotherapy and/or systemic chemotherapy.

**Other Indications**

**Neoadjuvant chemotherapy**

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) prescribed before axillary surgical staging could confound pathological information obtained otherwise, possibly by changing the status of SLN. However, the status of SLN in this circumstance, usually, does not influence the decision of recommending systemic treatment. Additionally, SLNB before neoadjuvant chemotherapy is debatable because it cancels the possibility of revealing downstaging axillary effect of NACT. Biopsy of suspicious nodes under ultrasound control and marking positive nodes with clips for future removal is an alternative for correct axillary assessment. On the other hand, SLNB before NACT helps in establishing the need for subsequent axillary radiotherapy, especially when SLNB is negative, but does not quantify the burden of disease when SLNB is positive.
The need for locoregional therapy is currently based on other independent predictors of recurrence, like tumor size, nodal status at presentation or response to NACT (23). Sentinel lymph node biopsy seems to be a reliable option for axillary staging in patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (24).

**DCIS**

Ductal carcinoma *in situ* usually does not require axillary staging because it does not infiltrate lymphatics and does not metastasize. Invasive carcinoma has been reported to represent 10-20% of all specimen removed after a diagnostic biopsy of DCIS (25). Ductal carcinoma *in situ* with an area of suspicion larger > 5 cm or DCIS associated with a palpable mass has a higher risk of invasive disease. In patients with extensive DCIS requiring mastectomy or wide local excision followed by oncoplastic procedures, both disrupting lymphatics, SLNB is usually indicated because of the increased probability of invasive disease on final specimen at pathology (21,26,27).

**Multicentric Breast Cancer**

Although patients with multicentric breast cancer were frequently excluded from clinical trials, it was clearly proved subsequently that most of breast areas drain the lymph towards axillary nodes irrespective of the site of tracer injection and SLNB is an effective and safe procedure for axilla staging in multicentric breast cancer patients (14,21, 28,29,30,31,32). Sentinel lymph node biopsy was successfully performed in most studies evaluating multicentric breast cancer patients, the rate of false negative results being 4% (31,32,33). The likelihood of finding more metastases in the axillary lymph nodes is higher in multicentric disease.

**Prophylactic mastectomy**

Prophylactic mastectomy is usually undertaken by patients at high risk of developing breast cancer, with BRCA oncogenic mutations or with family history of hereditary breast or ovarian cancer or contralateral breast cancer. It is cited an incidence of about 3-5% of occult breast cancer in these patients (34). However, only a very small proportion of this subpopulation has positive SLNB, therefore routine SLNB evaluation in patients with prophylactic mastectomy is not recommended.

**Previous breast surgery**

Patients with previous breast or axillary surgery usually have lymphatic pathways disrupted with aberrant drainage developed and part of lymph nodes or SLN excised in previous procedures. In these circumstances, SLNB procedure has lower efficacy and safety. A recent meta-analysis of over 12,000 patients with breast cancer, that had radical or conserving breast surgery, revealed an average loco-regional recurrence rate of 7.9%, with a rate of 7.1% after breast conserving surgery and 8.9% after mastectomy (35). Axillary lymph node dissection in patients with loco-regional recurrences revealed that the vast majority of these patients with clinically negative axilla (76%) did not have any positive nodes on pathology, questioning the opportunity of the procedure in these subpopulation (36). Sentinel node identification rate in patients with previous axillary surgery was evaluated in a recent meta-analysis comprising of 692 patients; SLN identification rate was on average 65.3%, significantly higher in patients with previous SLNB compared with previous ALND (81% vs. 52.2%). The results were mainly the consequence of aberrant lymphatic pathways developed after ALND (37).

However, SLNB in patients with recurrent breast cancer can be considered and dual mapping technique can be recommended to increase identification rate of SLN; the benefit on long term survival is still under research.

**Contraindications**

Sentinel lymph node biopsy is contraindicated in case of clinically positive axilla, in locally
advanced disease and inflammatory breast cancer.

**Clinically positive lymph nodes**

If clinical examination reveals palpable lymph nodes, these have to be explored by fine-needle aspiration (FNA) or core needle biopsy. If pathology examination shows malignancy, ALND is the standard recommendation.

**Locally advanced breast cancer and inflammatory breast cancer**

Two well recognized guidelines (American Society of Clinical Oncology, 2014, and International Expert Panel, 2010) do not recommend the use of SLNB in patients with locally advanced breast cancer or inflammatory breast cancer (18,21,38). In these patients, ALND is recommended to maximize loco-regional control (38).

Patients with locally advanced breast tumors involving the skin and/or the chest wall will not be taken into consideration for SLNB (39).

There are studies showing that even in patients with larger tumors (T3) and clinically negative axilla, SLNB could be accurate (40,41). Therefore, tumor size larger than 5 cm, with clinically negative axilla, should not be an absolute contraindication for SLNB procedure.

**SLNB Difficulties and Pitfalls**

Sentinel lymph node biopsy is a feasible, accurate and less morbid technique than ALND and is the standard approach for patients with early disease, identifying approximately 96% of patients (16,42,43).

However, there are some difficulties and pitfalls.

**Size of metastases**

Sentinel lymph nodes metastases are classified according to their volume in: isolated tumor cells (malignant cell clusters < 0.2 mm); micrometastases (malignant cell clusters > 0.2 mm but < 2.0 mm); occult micrometastases (malignant deposits found in SLN on IHC staining with cytokeratin); macrometastases (metastatic deposits > 2.0 mm).

The standard evaluation of SLN is using HE staining. Immunohistochemistry staining with cytokeratin and deeper analysis or ultrastaging of SLN is currently not routinely recommended.

Isolated tumor cells identified in SLN do not have any adverse impact on patient outcome.

Micrometastases in SLN appeared to negatively impact the prognosis of breast cancer patients, but do not influence recurrence rate. Patients with occult micrometastases do not have higher loco-regional or distant recurrence rate (10).

For one or two positive lymph nodes in women with early stage breast cancer undergoing breast conserving surgery and consequently adjuvant whole breast radiotherapy, there is no need for further ALND: the completion of axillary dissection is needed in patients without radiotherapy in the management plan (36,44).

When there are at least three SLN involved or there is an extra-nodal metastatic extension, ALND is usually recommended as standard of care, for accurate staging and to improve local control (45).

Although initially only the number of involved lymph nodes was taken into account, more recently it is the tumor burden in each node that is important as well. The size of grossly positive lymph nodes is important, measured usually on sections made in the SLN and cut into 2 mm slices. Contiguous tumor cells form clusters that should be measured on greatest diameter. The estimated size of metastasis in a lymph node can be challenging when there are multiple clusters of metastatic cells, following a dispersed pattern.

The histologic features of metastases in SLN should have similar histology with primary tumor; if a different histology is found, the possibility of another undiagnosed breast tumor should be considered. Additionally, difficulties can be given by invasive carcinoma foci in the adipose tissue.
that can be mistaken for lymph nodes, perimetastatic stromal reaction included in metastasis size measurement or entirely replacement of a lymph node by a metastasis. Benign axillary lymph nodes inclusions (epithelial cysts, capsular nevi, endosalpingiosis or heterotopic mammary glands) are very rare and they should be considered only after definitive exclusion of metastasis (46).

Extracapsular extension is another parameter that should be described by the pathologist. It does not change the N-staging, but it is associated with higher risk of increased axillary disease burden, without an increase in locoregional recurrence rate or reduced survival (47,48).

Non-visualization/non-identification of sentinel node

Although currently SLN is identified using a radio-labelled tracer and/or colorimetric techniques, there are about 2-4% of cases when SLN cannot be identified and subsequently retrieved (49,50). Risk factors cited for failure of SLN identification are increased body mass, tumor not localized in the outer upper quadrant or non-visualization of SLN on lymphoscintigraphy (50). A low interest for ALND in patients with failed identification of SLN is suggested nowadays, after the results provided by Giuliani et al in ‘Z0011’ trial (51), although there is still controversy and there are guidelines recommending for ALND in this category (52).

When there is no uptake of radiocolloid tracer in the axilla, a couple of measures must be considered.

First, increased rate of SLN identification is usually achieved using dual agent injection technique. Double identification technique is usually recommended in settings with higher probability of false negative results (poor experienced team, prior breast/axillary surgery, neoadjuvant chemotherapy) (53). If the radioactive tracer was injected and a SLN cannot be identified, injection of blue dye increases the chances to identify the hot spot. Additionally, if the tracer was injected only intraparenchimal, small intradermic injection increases the drainage towards the axilla with small radioactivity diffusion. Instillation of 10-40 mL saline at the place of radioactive tracer injection can sometimes increase the tissue pressure and the passage of the radioactive tracer into the lymph drainage system. If there is still difficult to locate SLN, then the surgeon should proceed anyway to skin incision at the base of axilla (under axillary hair line insertion) and reassess deeper with gamma probe. If there is still no SLN found, then ALND or sampling should be considered (53).

Involvement of internal mammary nodes

In most cases, SLNs are located in the axilla independent of the location of the breast tumor, making them easily accessible. In about 20% of patients (19% to 25%), non-axillary sentinel lymph nodes were objectivated (mainly internal mammary nodes); however, only 1.3% of cases had metastases limited to internal mammary nodes (38). Their removal is technically difficult and clinical trials failed to prove a survival benefit after internal mammary nodes excision (54). Usually, they are positive for medially located breast tumors, over 2 cm in diameter and positive axillary nodes and associated prognosis is poor (55,56). However, increasing evidence of benefits of identification and sampling of internal mammary nodes on changing adjuvant treatment options and overall survival is currently evolving and internal mammary nodes biopsy might be reconsidered in the near future (57,58).

There are trials citing the presence of extra-axillary sentinel lymph nodes, mainly internal mammary nodes, in up to 20% of patients, but only a minority of them had sentinel nodes only outside the axilla and the impact on the management was limited (59,60). However, there is increasing evidence of the benefit of treating extra-axillary lymph nodes (internal mammary or subclavicular) with extended fields adjuvant radiotherapy, with increased disease-free survival and reduced breast cancer mortality (61,62,63).
Pathological analysis of sentinel lymph node

Sentinel lymph nodes may undergo intraoperative evaluation if the management of the patient will be influenced during the operation by the result of this procedure (64).

Intraoperative diagnosis of SLNs can be performed either by frozen section, intraoperative touch preparation techniques (imprint cytology), or a combination of the two (65-67). Intraoperative evaluation of the SLN by frozen section is known to be less accurate than HE permanent sections (68). Both frozen section and imprint cytology have been shown to be limited in their ability to detect micrometastases (66) and have a wide variety in sensitivity rates (78% - overall sensitivity for frozen section examination and 63% - overall sensitivity for imprint cytology), while the specificity for both methods approaches 100% (69). Compared to imprint cytology, intraoperative frozen section has the advantage of preservation of tissue architecture, including metastasis size, but with the loss of fatty nodal tissue and possible frozen section artefacts (67).

The main goal of sentinel lymph node examination is to detect macrometastases, because of the prognostic value, which has been well established (70). Various protocols of SLN examination combines multiple HE sections and cytokeratin IHC (64), but currently there is no consensus as to which is most cost-effective (65). The majority of micrometastases (0.2 and 2 mm) can be properly identified by HE alone (71). Micro-metastases are differentiated from isolated tumor cells based on size (< 0.2) (72), immunohistochemical stains being performed to increase the likelihood of micro-metastases and isolated tumor cells detection (73).

Although there are no standardized protocols for intraoperative diagnosis of SLNs, surgeons often request an intraoperative frozen examination to avoid unnecessary axillary lymph node dissection and associated morbidity.

Conclusions

Axillary staging using SLNB is currently the standard procedure for early breast cancer patients with clinically negative axilla. Axillary dissection can be securely spared in patients without or with minimal SLNs metastatic involvement. The major advantage of the procedure is a significant reduction of the associated morbidity (hematoma, infection, lymphocyst, pain), with similar outcomes when compared with ALND. Although technically easy to perform, there are often difficulties and pitfalls that can make difficult the decision of an unexperienced surgeon. Managing them correctly involves multidisciplinary teamwork with permanent feedback and the effort to ensure similar outcomes with less morbidity.
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